The single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) technique began a new era by 30 allowing the observation of gene expression at the single cell level. However, there 31 is also a large amount of technical and biological noise. Because of the low number 32 of RNA transcriptomes and the stochastic nature of the gene expression pattern, 33 there is a high chance of missing nonzero entries as zero, which are called dropout 34 events. However, many statistical methods used for analyzing scRNA-seq data in 35 cell type identification, visualization, and lineage reconstruction do not model for 36 dropout events. We have developed DrImpute to impute dropout events, and it 37 improves many of the statistical tools used for scRNA-seq analysis that do not 38 account for dropout events. Our numerical studies with real data demonstrate the 39 promising performance of the proposed method, which has been implemented in 40 R. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 Keywords 55 56 Single cell RNA sequencing data, dropout events, imputation, next generation 57 sequencing 58 59 3 Background 60 61 DNA sequencing technology is growing rapidly, and next generation sequencing 62 approaches for high-throughput RNA sequencing are phenomenal. Bulk RNA 63 sequencing (bulk RNA-seq) technology performs high throughput sequencing 64 using bulk populations of millions of input cells, which implies that the resulting 65 expression value for each gene is the average expression value of a large 66 population of input cells ([1], [2]). Thus, bulk RNA-seq is suitable for revealing a 67 global view of averaged gene expression levels. However, the bulk RNA-seq 68 method is not capable of quantifying the RNA contents of very few cells and yields 69 biased results when mixed cell types exist in the samples ([2]). For example, bulk 70 RNA-seq is unable to accurately reveal the transcriptome of the cells from the early 71 embryonic developmental stage where there exist multiple lineages with relatively 72
, [11] , [15] , [16] , [28] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] ). We hypothesize that imputing the 91 missing expression values caused by the dropout events will improve the 92 performance of cell clustering, data visualization, and lineage reconstruction. 93
94
The gene expression data from bulk RNA-seq (or microarrays) also suffer from a 95 missing value problem ([29] ). Various statistical methods have been proposed to 96 estimate the missing values in the data ([29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] ). These missing 97 value imputation methods can be categorized as five general strategies, as follows: 98 1) mean imputation estimates missing entries by simply averaging gene-level or 99 cell-level expression levels ([29] , [30]); 2) hot deck imputation predicts missing 100 values from similar entries using a similarity metric among genes (KNNImpute, 101
[31]); 3) model based imputation employs statistical modeling to estimate missing 102 values (GMCimpute, [30]); 4) multiple imputation methods predict missing entries 103 multiple times and combine the results to produce final imputation (SEQimpute, 104
[32]); and 5) cold deck imputation uses side information such as gene ontology to 105 facilitate the imputation process (GOkNN, GOLLS, [33]). 106 107 However, the imputation methods developed for bulk RNA-seq data may not be 108 directly applicable to scRNA-seq data. First, much larger cell-level variability exists 109 in scRNA-seq, because scRNA-seq has cell-level records for gene expression; on 110 the other hand, bulk RNA-seq data have the averaged gene expression of the bulk 111 population of cells. Second, dropout events in scRNA-seq are not exactly missing 112 values; dropout events have zero expression, and they are mixed with real zeros. 113
In addition, the proportion of missing values in bulk RNA-seq data is much smaller. 114
Therefore, a dropout imputation model for scRNA-seq is needed. 115
116
There are three previous studies for imputing dropout events ([34] , [35] , [36] , 117
[37]). BISCUIT iteratively normalizes, imputes, and clusters cells using the 118 Dirichlet process mixture model ([35] , [36] ). Zhu et al. proposed a unified 119 statistical framework for both single cell and bulk RNA-seq data ([34] ). The 120 scImpute infers dropout events based on dropout probability, using weighted 121 LASSO with genes similar to those of impute dropout events. However, none of 122 these three methods demonstrate how imputing dropout events could possibly 123 improve the current statistical methods that do not account for dropout events. 124
125
In the present study, we designed a simple, fast hot deck imputation approach, 126 called DrImpute, for estimating dropout events in scRNA-seq data. DrImpute first 127 identifies similar cells based on clustering, and imputation is performed by 128 averaging the expression values from similar cells. To achieve robust estimations, 129 the imputation is performed multiple times using different cell clustering results 130 However, these methods do not explicitly address the dropout events or the 149 missing values existing in the scRNA-seq data. We hypothesized that 1) 150 preprocessing the scRNA-seq data by imputing the dropout events via DrImpute 151 will improve the accuracy of these clustering methods and 2) the performance of 152 the existing tools combined with DrImpute will perform better than with CIDR or 153 scImpute in addressing dropout events ([14] , [37] publications as the ground truth and the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) as the 161 performance metric, we found that preprocessing the scRNA-seq datasets with 162
DrImpute significantly improved the clustering performance of pcaReduce with 163 the M and S options (pcaR_M and pcaR_S) on all five tested datasets; improved 164 the performance of t-SNE followed by k-means (t-SNE/kms) on four datasets; 165 and improved the performance of SC3 on three datasets ( Figure 1a ). Second, we 166 also found that combining DrImpute with t-SNE/kms showed significantly better 167 clustering performance than CIDR on three of five datasets and on scImpute 168 followed by t-SNE/kms on four of five datasets (Figure 1a) . the dropout events using DrImpute ([40] ). We observed a clearer diagonal 174 pattern in the confusion matrix with the imputation, as supported by an 175 improvement of ARI, from 0.55 to 0.72. As another example, Figure 1c shows the 176 confusion matrix of the ground truth labels and cell clusters predicted by t-177 SNE/kms on a dataset of mouse preimplantation embryos ([6]). We found that 178 imputing the dropout events helped t-SNE/kms more accurately cluster the cells 179 from the blastocyst stages, as evidenced by an increase in mean ARI from 0.50 180 to 0.66. 181
182
We further assessed whether preprocessing scRNA-seq by imputing dropout 183 events would produce more consistent clustering results. We evaluated the 184 robustness of the clustering results with and without imputing the dropout events 185 using DrImpute. We hypothesized that preprocessing the scRNA-seq with 186
DrImpute would help the clustering methods detect more robust and consistent 187 subpopulations. For each dataset, we randomly sampled 100 genes (gene level 188 down-sampling), or one-third of the total cells (cell level down-sampling), and we 189 clustered the cells using each of the clustering methods with and without 190 preprocessing the down-sampled dataset using DrImpute. This process was 191 repeated 100 times, and we compared how consistent the clustering results were 192 after down-sampling the genes or cells as measured by cross ARI (see 193
Methods). For both the gene and cell down-sampling experiments, we found that 194 preprocessing of the scRNA-seq datasets with DrImpute significantly improved 195 the robustness of the cell type identification of SC3, t-SNE/kms, and pcaR_M / 196
pcaR_S on 80% of the tested cases ( Supplementary Figure 3a In summary, these results suggested that in 50 out of 60 tested cases, 199
preprocessing the scRNA-seq datasets by imputing the dropout events using 200
DrImpute significantly improved the accuracy or the robustness of clustering 201 methods that did not specifically address dropout events. Combined with 202 DrImpute, pcaReduce, SC3, and t-SNE followed by k-means also had 203 significantly better performance than CIDR in terms of both the accuracy (13 out 204 of 20 cases) and the robustness of cell clustering. and visualize scRNA-seq data while also addressing dropout events. We 213 hypothesized that with the preprocessing of scRNA-seq data by imputing the 214 dropout events using DrImpute, the generic dimension reduction methods (PCA 215 and t-SNE) would generate better factorization/visualization results than without 216 imputation. 217
218
To evaluate the accuracy of the dimension reduction on a 2D space, we first 219 estimated how discriminatively the cells from one population (using the class 220 label reported in the original publication) separated from other populations on the 221 2D space. For each dimension reduction result, we used the 2D coordinates of 222 90% of cells as the feature to train a linear support vector machine classifier, and 223 we predicted the class label for the remaining 10% of the cells. The above 224 process was repeated ten times, and the overall prediction accuracy (10-fold 225 cross validation accuracy) was used to quantitatively measure the separability of 226 different populations on a 2D space. 227
228
We compared the performance of PCA and t-SNE with and without DrImpute 229 preprocessing as well as ZIFA and t-SNE with scImpute on five published 230 scRNA-seq datasets. We observed significant improvements in both PCA and t-231 SNE with DrImpute (Figure 2a ). Moreover, on three datasets where ZIFA had 232 better separation than PCA, preprocessing the data with imputation employing 233
DrImpute helped PCA achieve significantly better performance than ZIFA in 234 separating the cell populations (Figure 2a) . imputing the dropout events with DrImpute, the NP, TH, and PEP groups were 241 visually indistinguishable in the 2D space. However, after applying DrImpute, all 242 four groups were visually separated, as demonstrated by an accuracy increase 243 from 62% to 93%. Figure 2c shows the cell expression profiles of mouse 244 preimplantation embryos using t-SNE ([6]). As seen in the red circled area, the 245 stages of early, mid, and late blastocyst were more clearly distinguished after 246 preprocessing the scRNA-seq data with DrImpute, as supported by an accuracy 247 increase from 84% to 96%. 248
249
In summary, we found that preprocessing the scRNA-seq datasets by imputing 250 the dropout events using DrImpute significantly improved the accuracy of 251 visualization, as shown from the significant results on 20 of 30 cases in our 252 study. The generic dimension reduction methods (PCA and t-SNE) on imputed 253 datasets using DrImpute also performed significantly better than ZIFA, which was 254 specifically designed for scRNA-seq data considering dropout events. data, which are different from bulk RNA-seq data ([2]). However, many statistical 307 tools derived for scRNA-seq data in cell type identification, visualization, and 308 lineage reconstruction do not model for dropout events. Thus, we proposed a 309 method for imputing dropout events considering cell-level correlation and 310 systematically compared the performance without and with the imputation of 311 dropout events. Our results on seven scRNA-seq datasets showed that imputing 312 the dropout events using DrImpute significantly improved the performance of 313 existing tools on cell type identification, visualization, and lineage reconstruction. 314
315
We would like to emphasize that DrImpute is the very first approach that 316 sequentially utilizes dropout imputation with existing tools for more effective 317
analysis. There are some statistical tools that model dropout events for specific [14], [37]). However, none of these suggest and compare the sequential use of 320 dropout imputation and existing methods. We developed DrImpute to impute 321 dropout events and demonstrated that the sequential use of dropout imputation 322 employing DrImpute followed by the use of existing tools greatly improved the 323 performance of the existing tools. 324
325
One of the limitations of DrImpute is that it considers only cell-level correlation 326 using a simple hot deck approach. The gene-level correlation also exists, and 327 more sophisticated modeling would improve the performance of the imputation. The main goal of the current study was to de-noise the biological noise in 337 scRNA-seq data by imputing dropout events. We developed DrImpute and 338
proposed the sequential use of DrImpute on existing tools that do not address 339 dropout events. The results suggested that DrImpute greatly improved many 340 existing statistical tools (pcaReduce, SC3, PCA, t-SNE, Monocle, and TSCAN) 341 that do not address the dropout events in three popular research areas in 342
scRNA-seq-cell clustering, visualization, and lineage reconstruction. In addition, 343
DrImpute combined with pcaReduce, SC3 or t-SNE/kms showed higher 344 performance in cell clustering than CIDR, which was specifically designed for the 345 cell clustering of scRNA-seq data. DrImpute combined with PCA or t-SNE also 346 demonstrated higher performance in 2D visualization than did ZIFA, which was 347 specifically designed for the dimensional reduction of scRNA-seq data 348 considering dropout events. Moreover, DrImpute imputed dropout events better 349 than scImpute, as we have shown that the performance of t-SNE increased used for lineage reconstruction. Genes that were expressed fewer than 2 cells 364 were removed. The raw read counts were normalized by size factor[42], followed 365 by log transformations ( $% ( + 1)). Figure S2 shows data summaries, 366
including how many zero entries are in the data, how many are imputed, and 367 what is the computing time of DrImpute for each set of data. 368 369
Imputation strategy 370 371
The general framework is described in Supplementary Figure 1 To ensure the consistency of the comparison with other tools, the gene filtering 410 option was turned off (gene.filter = FALSE). Other options were set as default. 411
The Rtsne package and kmeans function in R program were used for t-SNE 412 (perplexity = 9) followed by k-means. The log transformed expression data were 413 centered as the gene level. We used the R kmeans function with the option 414 iter.max = 1e+09 and nstart = 1000 for stable results. ZIFA software was then 415 downloaded (https://github.com/epierson9/ZIFA). We used block_ZIFA with k = 416 15 for all data analysis, and we used the first two dimensions for visualization 417 and evaluation. Monocle was downloaded from the R Bioconductor page 418 (https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/monocle.html). In Monocle 419 analysis, we first selected genes expressed in at least 50 cells and then selected 420 differentially expressed genes using the differentialGeneTest() function (qval < 421 0.01). If there were no differentially expressed genes using the provided test, all 422 genes expressing at least 50 cells were used for the subsequent analysis. To evaluate the robustness of various cell clustering methods ( Figure S3a and 430 S3b), we down-sampled 100 genes (or about one-third of the cells; see Figure  431 S2b for exact numbers) at random. PcaReduce, SC3, and t-SNE followed by k-432 means were applied to the down-sampled datasets, with or without imputing the 433 dropout events using DrImpute and CIDR. The above processes were repeated 434 for 100 times. The mean pairwise ARI of the clustering results from a total of 100 435 × 99 / 2 pairs of repeated runs was used as a robustness criterion using down-436 sampled genes (or cells). Note that when the cells were down-sampled, the 437 overlapped cells were used for computing partial ARIs. 438 439
Software availability 440
DrImpute was implemented as an R package, and it is available on CRAN 441 G2
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